Show

Hallway

Cafeteria

Restroom

Playground

Bus

Classroom

I will…

I will…

I will…

I will…

I will…

I will…



Keep my voice
and feet silent




Respect





Listen
and Learn





Your




Safety
Counts






Stay with my
class in a tight
line without gaps
Keep my eyes
forward and pay
attention
Stop and wait for
directions at
stopping points
Walk at all times
Stay in a single
file line
Stay to the right
side of the
hallway
Keep my hands
and feet to
myself
Take one (1) step
at a time on the
stairs
Use the handrail
when going up
and down stairs











Touch only MY food
Be nice with my words
when
talking/conversing
Keep my voice low
Keep table and floor
clean
Chew with my mouth
closed
Talk with my mouth
empty



Raise my hand if I
need help
Follow clean-up and
line-up procedures
Clean-up and line-up
quietly when
instructed by an adult



Enter the serving line
quietly
Keep my place in line
Remain in my seat
until dismissed
Sit facing the table
with both feet on the
floor
Report spills to an
adult












Keep my eyes,
hands, and feet to
myself
Flush the toilet
Place paper towels
in the trash
Use one (1) squirt
of soap
Remain silent while
in the bathroom
and in line

Follow adult
directions
Watch and wait for
my turn

Tell an adult if
there is a problem
in the bathroom
Keep water in the
sink


















Keep hands,
feet and
objects to
myself
Use kind
words
Include
everyone
Keep hands
and feet off the
trees
Stay out of the
mulch
Listen to
others’ ideas
Line up the
first time my
teacher calls
my class



Tell an adult if
equipment is
out of bounds
Use equipment
properly
Take turns
Stay in the
playground
boundaries
Keep mulch,
stick, rocks,
etc. on the
ground
Stay off the
rock wall and
fence













Keep my eyes,
hands, and feet to
myself
Keep all items in
my backpack
Use appropriate
language
Respect others’
space
Keep seat and
floor clean
Treat the bus
with care
Sit in my seat
facing forward
Follow directions
of the driver the
1st time
Remember all
belongings

Use inside voices
Remain in my
original seat

